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About This Content

"It's a heatwave! This is awful, I'm sitting here in a puddle of my own sweat. At least I hope it's sweat.

There’s more than a hint of morgue in the air, some older townsfolk are keeling over from exhaustion and dehydration, Fire
Demons are running rampant in the outer villages.

Worst of all, I can’t even get my favourite ice cream. It’s so unfair. Why does everything bad happen to me?”

It’s time to send some chumps out to do your dirty work, namely fetch some ice cream. Things get a bit complicated when it
turns out the Ice Cream Monks are under siege from Brainiacs intent on destroying all the ice cream. I guess we could team up

with them… but maybe there’s a way to turn this situation to the Guild’s advantage?

More quests, monsters and bosses!
Explore the snowy mountains, visit the ice cream monks, battle new monsters like the Slushie Elemental and the Pygmy

Mammoth!

Find new Dungeoneers for the guild!
Recruit three new classes of dungeoneer with the Yodeller, the Ice Cream Monk, and the Snowitch.

Loads of new loot!
24 new pieces of equippable loot to be found throughout Guild of Dungeoneering makes for huge replayability. Expand the full

game with these new items.
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More Bardic tunes
It’s the bard that everyone loves to hate! And he’s back with some more tunes to accompany your successes… and your failures.

Favour: a new way to play
Ice Cream Headaches brings an important new mechanic into play called Favour.

Any time you draw a room or corridor tile it may have a Rune of Fate inscribed on it. Place this in the dungeon and defeat a
monster there to gain Favour with the Fates.

Favour can be spent any time during the dungeon run on powerful card-manipulation effects. You could draw extra cards in
battle or even remove one of your weaker cards from your deck for the rest of the quest.

This adds a whole new strategic element to dungeon creation as you match up Runes with where you want your dungeoneer to
go. And once you build up some Favour you there are more strategic decisions to be made about how and when to best spend it!
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guild of dungeoneering ice cream headaches ost. guild of dungeoneering ice cream headaches gameplay. guild of dungeoneering
ice cream headaches steam. guild of dungeoneering ice cream headaches

One of the best RTS games. More complicated than a few other RTS' like AoE or Company of Heroes but once you get
resource management down, you're good. Still has an active multiplayer scene if you use FAF (forged alliance forever) third
party client. Has competitions, rankings, mods ect.. Fantastic. They nailed the CAVE feeling while allowing it to be accessible
to newcomers - quite a feat that deserves applause. Lovely artwork, great soundtrack. One of the best and most polished indie
shmups out there.. HALF NAKED \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 CARTOON
GIRLS WHATS NOT TO LOVE. As others have said, this game feels and plays like a cheap, uninspired flash game. I really
don't understand why it has 75% positive reviews; gameplay gets stale by the third level, art is awkward and tacky, main
character is the embodiment of stinky Texan redneck stereotypes... I've put 3.3 hours into it, completed 100%, achievements
included.

Got it for free and I tell you I'd be angry if I had paid for it. Avoid.. worse than most flash games. You can see a lot of hard
work went into this and its truly a beautiful game. However, the game mechanics and this beauty get in the way of the gameplay,
making this game great to look at, but frustrating to play. Therefore, wouldn't recommend. Watch my full review here, to see
what I mean:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/niy62k8LFrE. It's a quite fun RPG, but please buy it on a console instead on Steam as this port is horrible. No
antialiasing and unstable frame rate on a game that ran smooth as butter on VITA and PS3.. This game although buggy and very
laggy is still very fun. This is one of those choose how you play type games where you can be a law abiding citizen or kill
everyone. But this one I feel actually expands upon that idea where it atcually pays to be a citizen. There are missions, scenes,
(like aliens crashing but dont take the gun) guns cars, wanted level etc. Like I said the game is in very early developement and is
still buggy but I feel with a little extra work and some settings. This game can thrive just fix the missions a little bit like if i do
something for the mayor i should have right to not be arrested but vice versa if someone stole a kids treehouse and I have to kill
someone. (Not joking). SWAT 3 is a classic and just fun to play.. Good seated experience on the vive independence day style,
unfortunately I'm prone to vr sickness in games like this. I can play in roomscale for hours moving all around and feel great.

So to the folks like me steer clear but to others who dont get ill I will say give this game A try.
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This older game is a more modern take on the classic Asteroids platform. Shoot asteroids, suck up all the resources, use those
resources for research and development against aliens, yes aliens!

It's showing it's age with the limited 2D art styles, but as a quick and easy pick-up-and-play for only US$10, it's quite worth the
price of admission, especially with the sheer availability you will have on Steam.. This is a no for me, I couldn't stand the gun
play for than the 10 mins I was in it. I like the concept of this game, but if the guns feel fake or are very clunky to use it's no
good for me. If you perfer your vr guns the way they are in games like H3VR and Onward...you might one to pass on this one..
Underrated and surprisingly fun and addictive, never understood why this didn't get more attention. Worth a buy if it's on sale :).
Same as the first one but more challenging and fun to play than the first one. This is a very short game. I beat the main story in
35 minutes. Fortunately, it unlocks a second harder mode, which is very clever and an underappreciated selling point. Having
not completed it yet, I don't know how long it will take; presumably an hour.
I would not recommend this game at full price, just because of how short it is and how basic the graphics are. However, as a
platformer, the mechanics are spot on, and the challenges are perfectly on par with the mechanics' potential. It is very easy for
someone who enjoys this genre, and other games (e.g. VVVVVV) are better. But if you've beaten the other games in the genre,
and this game is on sale, it's a very fun play with a very acceptable file size.. It's cool little NES-style platformer. Unfortunately,
it's also NES-level hard.. Fun little platformer!. Pretty awful mobile port (asset flip?) with bad controls, no sort of instructions
and it's just not fun.
The only reason I have it is because I got a money off voucher for completing a trading card badge.
>Music isn't too bad though

DO NOT BUY. so now i know what i needed, im rly critical, cant stand most games these times,
i love realtimestrategy, but hate micro and always the same basebuildung,
i love turnbased strategy/rpgs, xcom2 for example, but only heavy modded, but there isnt so much out there,
either the game is too short, not good, i dont like the combat system(like dungeon and dragons) or u have to stealth alltime(like
phantom doctrine)
this game i love from start, hope for more, sad its just one dev, with a real indie studio with more people this game
could have far more content(bigger maps, more classes for example), but its not a flaw(i just shouldnt think about what could
be), for me this game is more than good enough(great idea, content so far for an early acces of one dev, graphics,
combatsystem) and the price is more than fair
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